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Learn More About A-Line Corp.’s Extensive Experience in Solutions for Industry:

For more than 15+ years, A-Line Automation Corp., headquartered right here in the Carolinas, has 
been providing solutions for a variety of industries using their t-slot aluminum framing solutions and 
assembly automation components.  With versatility, precision and durability of their products, the 
possibilities are endless. Take a look at what A-Line can do for you:

 FABRICATION WITH ALUMINUM EXTRUSIONS

A-Line fabricates elegant solutions with aluminum extrusions, more commonly known as t-slots.  
This strong and lightweight product is configured into versatile structural frames, machine stands, 
mounting systems, workstations, test tables and control cabinets.

BOSCH COMPATIBLE ALUMINUM PROFILES

A-Line’s Bosch compatible aluminum profiles can be used for many applications -from dividing walls 
and shielding applications to office setups and productions systems.  They have many different 
profiles available and carry many specialty profiles as well.
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PROTECTIVE BARRIERS

Are you looking to protect your employees from exposure to various infections?  Need cost-effective 
protective barriers, safety shields and partitions?  A-Line Automation can help protect you, your 
customers and your employees with customized, easy to assemble, cost-effective protective barriers,
sneeze guards and partitions.

AUTOMATION FRAMING

T-Slot Aluminum Framing can be used to build conveyors and stands for your automated process or 
distribution and packaging facility.  Their aluminum profiles are also a strong enough system that 
they can easily hold up to the task of pallet conveyance.
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WHAT DO YOU WANT TO BUILD TODAY?

A-Line Automation has been designing and building custom-fabricated solutions for more than 15 
years. Whether you have a 3D CAD drawing or just something on the "back of a napkin", they can 
turn your ideas into reality.  They use a proven system of t-slot aluminum framing designed to be 
interchangeable with Bosch and Item. A-Line has everything you need to move your idea from 
concept to the production floor. 

MACHINE GUARDS LIGHTED DISPLAY CASES

ROBOT ENCLOSURES WORK STATIONS
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EXTRUSION TABLES CLEAN ROOMS

PICK AND PLACE AUTOMATION CUSTOM CONTROL CABINETS

We invite you to visit A-Line’s website to learn more about their products and capabilities.  We will be 
happy to assist you with your A-Line applications.  Feel free to contact: for SC - Jack Dixon at 704-895-
6805 or jackdixon@dixoneng.com.   For NC – Brian Barefoot at 704-655-0411 or  
brianbarefoot@dixoneng.com.  Thank you
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